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Glasses have been formed by the rapid cooling of magmas 
and lavas throughout the history of the earth. Obsidian, 
which is a black glass commonly used for primitive cuttmg 
tools and arrowheads, is probably the best known example. 
Glasses of different chemical composition have also been 
recovered from both the moon and from meteorites. They 
have yielded important insights into the genesis ofthe solar 
svstem. 

Although the history is unclear, syntheticglass was prob- 
nbly first produced in Egypt at least 3500 years ago, pri- 
marilv for decoration. Bv the Human oeriod. technioucs for 
blowing glass had been ieveloped, &d items hecame 
relatively common. Since then glass has continued to 
evolve from a unique, decorative material to a wmmon 
material with a wide variety of uses. This evolution is due 
partly to scientific investigations by a diverse group of 
researchers from a variety of disciplines. 

Despite the prevalence of dass, researchers cannot aeree - .  
on a s&isfactob description. It is most commonly i d e k e d  
as "aninorganic ~roduct ofmeltina that has cooled to aripid 
state without c&tallizing" ( l ) . -~his  description is got 
entirely satisfactory because organic glasses are well- 
known. Also, glasses can be formed from a variety of alter- 
native methods, including evaporation from solution and 
vapor deposition. Still the definition is adequate for the 
vast majority of cases. 

Figure 2. (a) Structure of crystalline SiO, (b) Schematic structure of 
S i q  glass (c) The tetrahedra shown in (a) and (b) represent a silicon 
atom (filled circle) coordinated by four oxygen atoms (large open 
spheres). 

Natural glasses are generally rich in Si. They contain 
large amounts of other metals such as Fe, Na, K, Ca, Mg, 
and Al, which are all coordinated with oxygen. Commercial 
glasses are similar and are usually formed by melting 
mixtures, or batches, of SiOz and other inorganic oxides at 
high temperature. Such glasses are typically melted in 
large, refractory-lined, gas-, oil-, or electrically heated 
tanks, using both minerals and chemicals as batch sources 
(Fig. 1). Melting units are often continuous; raw materials 
are continually loaded into the furnace at one end, while 
moltenglass iscontinually removed from theother end and 
formed into the desired shape. 

Forming can take a variety of forms: blowing, pressing, 
or casting into molds, drawing from specially designed 
orifices, and others. In the Pilkington float process, aribbon 
of molten glass floats on the surface of a bath of molten tin 
for enough time to smooth out all surface irregularities. 
Most of the sheet glass in the world is made by floating. 

Glass Structure 

The structure of a simple glass is relatively easy to 
envision. Schematic diagrams of pure SiOz glass and crys- 
talline SiOz (quartz) are shown in Figure 2. Both materials 

Fiaure 1. Illustration of aaas-fired. continuous meltina olass furnace. consist of silicon atoms bonded to four oxveen atoms in a "- ~~~ 

~ i t c h  is added and melt& at the rear and cooled to ioiming temper- tetrahedral configuration. The crystalline material is dis- 
atures at the front. Then it is removed and formed. Obviously, most tinguished by the presence of long+.ange order. ln theory, modern glass-melting facilitiesare far more complex and mechanized knowing the ofone unit cell in the crystal can be than this early illustration. used to predict the location of all other atoms. Although 
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Figure3 Theaodt on of Na,Oto tne g assd srupts theg ass network, 
rnomng the v scoslty of tne ana ogo~s me t at constant n gh temper- 
ature. 

glass sometimes has an orderly structure over distances of 
several atomic diameters. i t  lacks such long-rame order. 

Si02 glass has many desirable inchling ex- 
cellent chemical durabilitv. the abilitv to withstand large 
and sudden temperature yhanges, and transparency toua 
wide range of wavelengths of light. Unfortunately, the 
melting temperature of Si02 is extremely high (1723 'C), 
and its viscosity makes it  difficult to form into usable 
shapes. As a result, SiO2 glass can only be formed from a 
melt with difficulty. One method for lowering both the 
melting temperature and the viscosity of Si02 glass is the 
introduction of network modifiers (atoms which break the 
-Si-0-Si- network). In  Figure 3, the effect of the addition 
of NazO, a typical modifier, is shown. As the network is 
broken, glass viscosity and melting temperature decrease, 
and usable shapes can be formed a t  practical temperatures. 

Most elements of the periodic table can also be incorpo- 
rated into synthetic glass as either a network former or 
modifier. This characteristic means that a wide ranee of - 
physical and chemical properties can be "engineered into 
glassy materials simply by varying their chemical compo- 
sition. As a result, current applications for glass range from 
the simole (bottles and windows) to the h i ~ h l v  comolex " 

(telecommunications, liquid-crystal displays, lasers, med- 
ical prostheses, and optical computing). 

Chemistry of Common Glasses 
Although it  is tempting to concentrate on the newest - - 

applications of glass, the chemistry of simple, everyday 
items based on class can be deceptively intricate and inter- 
esting. The most common glass comp&ition used through- 
out the world is a mixture of NanO, CaO, and Si02, with 
minor amounts of other oxides. 1t is  appropriately referred 
to as soda-lime glass. Soda-lime offers a number of advan- 
tages over otheFglass compositions 

Its components are common and inexpensive. 
It is resistant to crystallization during cooling. 
It melts at relatively low temoeratures (about 1300 'C). 
It is fairly resistantto atmospheric corrosion 

As a consequence, bottles, jars, window glass, light bulbs, 
and fluorescent tubing are commonly made using soda lime 
glass. 

Soda-lime glass can also be easily colored. The addition 
of small concentrations of transition metal ions, for exam- 
ple, causes absorption of light in the visible region of the 
spectrum due to transitions of 3d electrons. An example is 
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the familiar green color observed looking down the edge of 
window glass, which is cause by small quantities of Fe3+. 
Other common colorants are Co2+ for blue, Mn3+ for purples, 
and C?+ for greens. Since transitions in these ions occur in 
3d electrons, the resultant colors depend on the environ- 
ment surrounding the ion. As a result, the colors often 
change with variations in glass composition. However, the 
rare earth elements can also be used to color glass, and 
their electronic transitions occur in inner o rb ias .  Thus, 
transitions are not affected by the environment sumund- 
ing the ion, and the resultant color is not a function of glass 
composition. 

Soda-lime elass also has some deficiencies. I t  is not oar- 
titularly durible. While glass is commonly thought of & an 
inert material, many glasses are chemically reactive. Pos- 
sible reactions take many forms, but two are important. In  
acidic solutions, exchange of H+ ions exposed to the surface 
of the glass with alkali ions in the glass can readily occur. 
This ion exchange oRen causes formation of an iridescent, 
soluble layer on the glass surface. Conversely, exposure to 
basic solutions can disrupt the glass structure by introduc- 
ing OH- ions that can eventually cause complete dissolu- 
tionof the glass. The formation ofa white film onglassware 
after exposure to dishwasher detergent is a 
well-known example of the latter process. 

Soda-lime glass-is also not part&ularly resistant to high 
temperatures or thermal shock. Since thermal expansion 
(change in dimensions with temperature) of soda lime glass 
is high, sudden changes in temperature can cause undesir- 
able stresses a t  the glass surface and cracking or breakine. 

One solution to Gese problems was the d&elopment gf 
borosilicate glasses. An example of durable, heat-resistant 
borosilicate glass is Corning Code 7740 glass (Pyrex). Bo- 
rosilicates have a wide varietv of uses. including labware 
and consumer housewares. ~ i d i n g  ~~0~ to the ;ass com- 

Figure 4. Transmission electron micrograph of a phase~separated 
(opal) glass. Two discrete glassy phases are evident. One is contin- 
uous. The other forms smaii immiscible droplets. A I-uscale is aiven - 
in the lower left corner. 



Finllre 5. RI Transmission electron microaraoh of a stufled 8-ouartz alass-ceramic showina the hioh dearee of crvstallinitv characteristic of these ~-. ...-, - . ~ . - - ~7 - ~ -~~ "~~~ ~~ 

mater!als. The whale oar is one micron ong. Tne comb nat on of small crystal sue an0 ow itlerma"cxpa~s on maies tne g ass-eramlcs SL tab e 
for many Lses swn as transparent coonware. to) Transm~ssaon e ectron micrograpn of a fl~orm ca g ass-xram c Tne no.se of cards strLctJre 
of me nterlock ng e ongate f anes of fl~ormca aeflens an0 b Jnrs cracks, g v ng a macn nab e male1 al. Tne wn  te oar 1s one m cron long. 

positions yields two advantages. Bz08 lowers the thermal 
expansion up to 50%. thus increasing the resistance of any 
article to thermal shock. Also, the durability of the glass is 
dramatically enhanced. 

The causes for enhanced chemical durability in borosili- 
cates are unclear. A prevalent theory is that as the glass 
cools, it separates into two immiscible phases: a discontin- 
uous phase rich in NazO and B203 and a continuous phase 
rich in SiOz (2). Since the SiOz-rich phase is dominant, the 
durability of the glass is enhanced without losing the abil- 
ity to form the glass at  reasonable temperatures. Since the 
diameter of the discontinuous phase is well below the 
wavelength of visible light, the transparency of the mate- 
rial is maintained. 

The phenomena can also be used to create another well- 
known item: ooal elasses. Manv elasses are desiened to 
separate into iwoUphases with" morphologies s u h  that 
internal refraction and scatterine of light will vield either - 
a translucent or opaque material. Both phases can be glass 
(Fig. 4). or in some instances, one phase can be crystalline. 
Examples of opal glasses include some translucent 
bakeware and thick, white dinner plates. 

There are other standardglass compositions. Aluminosil- 
icate glasses have properties similar to borosilicates, but 
they can withstand higher operating temperatures. Lead 
glasses have a wide range of applications due to three 
important properties: high refractive index, easy melting 
and formine. and shieldine of hieh-enerw radiation. The 
first two lend thimsel;es to a variety of applica- 
tions, including art glass, optical glass, and "lead crystal" 
(a misnomer for a glass). The latter property is important 
for aoolications raneine from radiation windows to televi- 
sion k b s .  Borate, ;hGphate, germanate, and chalcogen- 
ide glasses also have some commercial applications. 

Glass-Ceramics 
Glass-ceramics constitute a bridge between glasses and 

crystalline ceramics. Glass-ceramics are best defmed as 
"microcrvstalline solids ~roduced bv the controlled devitri- 
fication of glass" 13,. Glasses are melted and formed using 
standard techniques and then heat-treated to produce uni- 

formlv erained crvstalline materials. Glass<eramics are 
disti&hed fro& opal glasses by the degree of crystallin- 
ity; glass-ceramics generally contain 50% crystals by vol- 
ume. 

The specific properties of glass-ceramics are controlled 
by the physical properties of the individual crystals and by 
the textural relationship between the crystals and the 
residual elass. As a result. elass<eramics can offer a wide 
variety oTpmperties not available in conventional glasses, 
including strrn~qh, machinobility, and exceptional ther- 
mal-shock resistance (Fig. 5). - 

An example of this phenomenon is the Corning product 
Visions made by the heat treatment of LizO-A120&302 
glass containing small amounts of both TiOz and ZrOz. 
Upon heat treatment, small crystals of zirconium titanate 

F gure 6. The Corn ng proddm Visions is an examp e of a transparent 
g ass-eram c formed from glasses in the La2GAIf13-S O2 syslem 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of glass optical waveguide. The refrac- 
tive index of the core of the fiber (n,) is slightly higher than that of the 
cladding (n2), with either an abrupt or gradual boundary. Light intro- 
duced to the coreofthe fiber is reflected at thecore-claddina interface 

Figure 8. An optical waveguide. 

and 15 transm~nedaown the core when ghr-absorb ng m f ~ r  tes are 
aosent. Typcally, me I oer 1s p.re S 02, w in  s~ilaole oopants aodeo As a result, SiOg-based optical fibers are generally 
to lower tne refract ve ndex of tne c aaomo a ass e a . F,I or to ra se formed using an unconventional glass-forming wchnique: 
the refractive index of the core (e.g., ~ e 0 2 ; ~ h e  ;adTus the core is 
in tens of microns. 

precipitate from the elass and provide nucleation sites for 
the growth of lithium aluminbsilicate crystals from the 
glass. Since the lithium aluminosilicate crystals (known as 
stuffed P-quartz) have exceptionally low thermal expan- 
sion, these dass-ceramics can withstand the sudden tem- 
perature cKanges associated with stovetop cooking. Fur- 
thermore, since the size of each crystal is significantly 
below the wavelength of light and since the refractive index 
of the crystals matches that of the residual glass, light 
scattering does not occur and the materials are transparent 
(Figs. 5a and 6 )  (4). 

Optical Fibers 
Finally, one of the simplest glasses (pure SiOd is used in 

one of the most important new glass products: optical 
waveguides for telecommunications. Such fibers, whose 
principles of operation are outlined in Figures 7 and 8, 
require extremely high purity to transmit light over tens of 
kilometers, Impurities such as transition metals or dis- 
solved HzO must be avoided at  even the part per billion 
level because thev absorb sienificant auantities of lieht 
over long distanc&. ~roducti& of a p u r e ' ~ i ~ z  fiber is even 
further com~licated bv the dificulties encountered when 
melting the pure ~ i ~ ~ m e n t i o n e d  above. 

chemical-vapor deposition. In one variant of this technique, 
outside-vapor deposition, a mixture of SiC14 and O2 is 
burned in a CH4-O2 flame. One of the reaction products is 
amorphous SiOz soot, which deposits on the outside of a 
glass rod. The rod is removed, and the soot is consolidated 
into a glass by heating at high temperature. The resultant 
glass is then drawn into a thin, ultrapure fiber (5). By 
controlled addition of other halides (e.e.. GeCL) to the 
flame, the refractive index profile of the r&ultant fiber can 
be controlled with high precision. czivim the refractive 
index profile illustra& GFigure 8. 

A variety of other wmmercial glass and glass-ceramic 
compositions are sold throughout the world. Both the de- 
velopment of techniques, such as chemical-vapor deposi- 
tion; and research &to the fundamental chemistry-and 
structure of glass wntinue at a variety of industrial and 
academic labiratories. There is every reason to expect that 
this research will continue to manifest itself in many ways 
that affect everyday life. 
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